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6.3 GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE FRAMEWORK
The Green Infrastructure (GI) Framework seeks to:

 � Tie in with the Exeter & East Devon Growth Point GI Strategy - 
Creating a cohesive network that joins with other existing green frameworks 
and green proposals throughout the city of Exeter.

 � Encourage sustainable movement - facilitating and encouraging walking, 
cycling and use of public transport as the primary means of movement;

 � reinforce local identity and distinctiveness - celebrating and integrating 
those elements within the landscape that can strengthen and reinforce local 
identity, distinctiveness and character, in particular the green lanes, Matford 
Brook,  hedgerows and trees;

 � enhance biodiversity - protecting, enhancing and creating wildlife habitats 
and establishing a network of continuous wildlife corridors connecting them;

 � strengthen community and cohesion - creating green space and movement 
networks that encourage social interaction;

 � promote health and well being - creating an environment that promotes 
healthy living and a sense of well being for the local residential and business  
community;

 � establish multifunctional green space - ensuring each space performs a 
range of compatible functions;

 � manage the environment - using Green Infrastructure to manage flood risk, 
microclimate and mitigate impacts of major infrastructure.

The GI Framework plan, opposite sets out the key existing and proposed formal and 
informal green spaces along with desired movement and wildlife corridors that help 
achieve the above objectives. Each of these key features are described in more detail 
below.

FORMAL OPEN SPACE
Formal sports provision is to be met by the existing formal sports pitches in the 
Exe valley in tandem with shared school and community sports provision provided 
within the schools land use areas. This will include:

 � Secondary School - The proposed secondary school will have a range of 
formal sports facilities and outdoor pitches. Every effort should be made to 
make these facilities available to the public for use when not in use by the 
school. An excellent example of where this works well is at Exeter University 

where pitches and sports facilities can be hired out when not in use by the 
University making it a hub of activity and busy well into the evening. This 
arrangement could benefit both the local community and the School and 
means of achieving this must be actively sought.

 � Primary School - the proposed primary school may offer opportunity to 
provide shared formal open space and facilities with the community. Design 
and delivery of the school should facilitate this.

 � Equipped Childrens Play areas- although not illustrated on the plan, 
equipped childrens play areas should be located throughout the masterplan 
area, with equipped play areas designed as part of residential development to 
be within 500m of all homes and in accordance with local requirements.

 � Existing formal sports provision - Formal sports provision may be required 
as part of the development in addition to existing provision at the Exe estuary 
park. This park accommodates several formal sports areas that can be utilised 
by the inhabitants of the proposed development. Good pedestrian and cycle 
links to these facilities is provided by the proposed green lanes network. 

 � MUGAS - Can be provided within the proposed Matford Valley Park where 
they would be centrally located to the new neighbourhoods.

INFORMAL OPEN SPACE/STRUCTURAL LANDSCAPE
Informal open space and its associated pedestrian and cycle links provide the main 
focus and structure to development and actively stitch the built environment 
together. Informal open spaces can be separated into ‘Parks’ and ‘Ribbons’.

The Parks: are defined, distinct and sizeable open spaces within the development. 
They will be well overlooked with excellent access and a range of informal 
recreational facilities. Proposed Parks include:

 � Matford Valley Park - informal open space associated with the existing 
Matford Brook and the proposed new water feature/lake. This park is the key 
piece of green infrastructure proposed for the heart of the growth area and 
fulfils several key functions  - the primary linking mechanism connecting the 
residential neighbourhoods with foot/cycle paths, creates a strong identity for 
the growth area, provides an important recreational focus;

 � Knowle Hill - Informal  sloped open space  forming an important landmark 
and feature of the Matford Valley Park character area and an opportunity for 
views of the area;

 � Country Park - This area will help mitigate the impacts of recreational 
pressure on the European sites at the Exe Estuary and Dawlish Warren and 
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provide enhanced opportunity locally for outdoor recreation and improved 
general access to the countryside and will give local residents the chance to 
interact with biodiversity.

The Ribbons: are linear green spaces, often with a linking function but also with a 
recreation/leisure function in their own right. The Ribbons are also vital to creating 
consistent wildlife corridors and green routes through development. These ribbons 
vary in their width along their length, in places being little more than a footpath but 
widening in places to spaces for activity, play and sitting. 

GREEN LANES NETWORK
Key to successful and sustainable growth in the south west area is the ability to 
connect potential neighbourhoods, this could be difficult due to road infrastructure, 
topography and a range of natural and man made constraints. To overcome this the 
proposed masterplan utilises green infrastructure alongside other functions as the 
key to well connected development. This is achieved through the creation and im-
provement of existing ‘green lanes’, these will take advantage of existing well estab-
lished tree and hedge lined lanes transformed into key pedestrian and cycle routes. 
These will fan out from the pivotal Matford Valley park at the centre of the develop-
ment. These key routes will connect all of the new neighbourhoods to eachother, the 
mixed use centres and most importantly the schools. The proposed green lanes are 
indicated on the Green Infrastructure Framework plan and will utilise the following 
lanes:

 � Old Matford Lane - Connecting the proposed East Matford neighbourhood;
 � Little Silver Lane - Connecting the proposed West Matford neighbourhood;
 � Markham Lane - Connecting the South Alphington extension;
 � Dawlish Road - running along the foot of Knowle Hill directly connecting all 

of the above green lanes.

PRODUCTIVE LANDSCAPE & ALLOTMENTS
It is important for any sustainable community that it provides a proportion of 
productive landscape, this can take the form of suitably sized private or commu-
nal residential gardens to promote ‘grow your own’ at home along with allotments 
available to those properties such as apartment blocks who have no growing room or 
those who simply want more. It is also possible that public realm can be designed to 
provide a level of productive land however this can be difficult to manage and is best 
suited to an area of public realm that falls clearly within a managed development - 
but is worth investigating at a more detailed level. 

The provision and cultivation of productive land can promote sustainable develop-
ment in a number of ways, environmentally through increased biodiversity and a 
level of self sufficiency which can reduce the carbon footprint of a neighbourhoods 
inhabitants, socially through interaction  at communal and allotment gardens, and 
economically through potential sales of local produce either on a community or 
commercial scale selling to local food businesses.

Detailed development of these new neighbourhoods should incorporate the produc-
tive landscape described above but at this stage a location and space for allotments is 
indicated on the Green Infrastructure Framework plan. 

A range of criteria have been considered in positioning the allotments. These loca-
tions have been selected to be in close proximity to existing or proposed housing and 
can be delivered in a phased way. Soil quality has been considered along with issues 
of accessibility.

BIODIVERSITY & WILDLIFE CORRIDORS
The proposed and improved network of green lanes and spaces should be designed 
and managed in such a way as to promote biodiversity and encourage wildlife move-
ment. Where possible mature hedgerows and trees should be retained and incorpo-
rated into the public realm which will help to ensure their protection and appropri-
ate management.

Strategic green corridors or habitat links that have been established include:

 � Link between the Exe river valley park and Shillingford Abbot via the 
proposed Knowle Hill Park and Matford valley;

 � The link between the Matford valley area and the Exminster area via the old 
Matford Lane proposed green lane corridor;

 � Other proposed green lanes providing local habitat links within the study 
area.
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6.4 ENERGY AND UTILITIES FRAMEWORK
ENERGY DEMAND
The energy demands for the area have been estimated based on the proposed build 
out and projections of energy benchmarks through the build out period.  For this 
assessment it is assumed that all phases of development other than Phase 1 would 
be developed to “zero carbon” standards.  Phase 1 is assumed to be developed to meet 
Building Regulations standards expected to be introduced from 2013.

In all cases the use of high standards of energy efficiency in design of the buildings is 
assumed to be a given.  It is likely that designs and techniques will develop through 
the period before design of this development so the figures presented could be 
considered as a worst case scenario.

The energy demand estimates are presented below:

TABLE 1: RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS

TABLE 2: MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT

TABLE 3: TOTAL DEVELOPMENT

The requirements of Phase 1 carbon emission reductions, approximately a 44% 
carbon emission reduction on regulated emissions over Building Regulations 
2006 levels, can likely be achieved using individual dwelling/building measures 
including possibly the use of ground or air source heat pumps together with a mix of 
photo voltaic and solar thermal panels.  All of these technologies will be supported 
by the existing Feed in Tariff and proposed Renewable Heat Incentive support 
mechanisms.

The requirements for zero carbon development for Phases 2 -4 inclusive will require 
a significant element of on site renewable power generation, or approved off site 
Allowable Solutions renewable power generation. The opportunities for provision of 
this renewable generation are described below.

LOW AND ZERO CARBON ENERGY OPPORTUNITIES
There are a number of options for meeting this demand to achieve low or zero carbon 
emissions.  The opportunities for this specific site that have been considered include:

A) A DISTRICT HEATING CONNECTION TO THE PROPOSED ENERGY FROM 
WASTE PLANT ON MARSH BARTON

The development area is approximately 1500 m at the closest point to the proposed 
EfW plant on Grace Road.  This plant is to be constructed to allow for extraction 
of heat from the process and the heat generated would be very low carbon. This 
option would likely only be cost effective if the proposed connections from the 
EfW plant to the Matford Business Park extension proceed.  If this happens the 
sizing of interconnecting pipework to safeguard load (approximately 20MWth 
of capacity) would enable this low carbon heat connection to be used within 
the development area.  The specific level of carbon reduction this supply could 
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deliver depends critically on the developing definitions of allowable solutions for 
achieving zero carbon status.  It could be assumed that the minimum contribution 
would be to reduce the effective emissions from heat supply to the development by 
at least 75%.

B) LARGE OR MEDIUM SCALE WIND TURBINE INSTALLATION ON THE 
HILLSIDE ABOVE THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

At first sight the high ground above the development, bounded by the M5 
and A30 at its southern corner, presents an excellent opportunity for large or 
medium scale wind turbine installations.  A review of the constraints on wind 
turbine development in this area was undertaken.  This considered constraints 
including Highways Agency required distances from highways and minimum 
distances from residential development to avoid issues with noise nuisance as 
well as existing electrical and wireless infrastructure in the area.  This study 
has concluded that there is no capacity for large or medium scale wind turbine 
development in this area.  This option is therefore discounted.  A number of 
smaller scale turbines could be integrated with the development designs but this 
would be likely only to address emissions at an individual building rather than 
development wide level.

C)  USE OF ON SITE LOW/ZERO CARBON CHP WITH DISTRICT ENERGY TO 
SERVE HIGH DENSITY ELEMENTS OF THE DEVELOPMENT

The development could also be served by a dedicated on site energy centre 
comprising a low/zero carbon combined heat and power system.  Such a centralised 
approach to renewable power generation has been demonstrated to be a very cost 
effective solution to achieving zero carbon status for high density developments at 
large scale.  It is likely that this energy centre would be constructed to serve Phases 
2-4 inclusive and a connection to Phase 1 is not contemplated due to the distance 
between the two phases. The relatively small scale of Phase 1 would not lend itself 
to a cost effective centralised solution and therefore use of such a system initially 
would potentially lead to excessive costs at that stage.  Phases 2 and 3 would 
however lend them selves to a connected approach and the addition of Phase 4 
would add significantly to the potential value of such a scheme.

D) LARGE SCALE PHOTO VOLTAIC INSTALLATION
This option could be implemented either as a standalone PV generating station 
or solar farm, or as a wide scale use of individual building roofs across the 
development.  A suitable site for a solar farm within the growth area could be 
difficult to find however a innovative solution could be to combine the proposed 

park & ride carpark and solar array, the two uses can be successfully combined 
due to similarities in the gridded nature of their layout, combining them would 
also prevent potential visual impact from separate sites and it is even possible 
to provide charging points for electric cars powered by the solar array. It would 
most likely be developed as part of an overall solution including a low carbon 
heat source such as the district heat connection proposed in a) above.  The 
implementation of this type of measure will depend critically on the commercial 
environment for PV when the development is being built out.  This would include 
consideration of ongoing revenue support mechanisms as well as future capital 
costs for PV – which are expected to reduce significantly over the next few years. 

E) ON SITE WASTE TREATMENT – HOLISTIC DESIGNS
Emerging technologies and approaches to the delivery of solutions to a range of 
Code for Sustainable Homes, energy, waste and water, and other environmental 
issues are leading to an increased interest in the use of on site waste treatment 
facilities.  These systems are not yet fully commercial but approaches which 
incorporate a holistic approach to utility provision are likely to become well 
established within the timescales proposed for this development.  These 
approaches may include the opportunity to reduce costs and impacts on local 
utilities and services including water and waste water connections and waste 
collection services. For example on site treatment of waste water including also 
food waste would potentially reduce the costs of water and sewerage connections 
and reduce the level of bio-wastes being transferred off site.  It could also 
contribute to the provision of low/zero carbon energy by generation of biogas 
which could generate energy for end users on site.  The details of such a system 
cannot yet be foreseen but the planning for the site should be flexible enough to 
allow for such a system to be incorporated.

The option, or combination of options, to be selected for the development will 
be investigated in more detail during the design phases and will also depend 
on individual building design. At this stage it is important that the planning 
and layout of the masterplan are such that opportunities to generate renewable 
energy and form a sustainable energy and heat strategy are not prevented and are 
designed in where possible. Alongside this a level of flexibility in the masterplan is 
important so that the potential strategy can respond to emerging and developing 
technology, policy and market conditions for renewables over the course of future 
growth.
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6.5 ACHIEVING LOW CARBON DEVELOPMENT
Through good passive design and an achievable energy & heat strategy the growth 
area should be designed to provide low carbon development which will meet future 
carbon reduction targets. Different phases of development will need to meet dif-
ferent targets dependant on phasing and time frame. For the parts of the master-
plan that come forward after 2016 it is likely that zero carbon development will 
be achieved through Carbon compliance (on-site reduction in emissions) and the 
remainder through allowable solutions (near or off-site reduction in emissions).

Although the masterplan has been designed to promote sustainable and low carbon 
development, low carbon development can only be achieved through good passive 
design of the buildings that take advantage of the framework and flexibility set up 
by  the masterplan. Below we set out in more detail how carbon compliance can be 
achieved through the principles of good passive design coupled with the potential 
energy & heat solutions already discussed, enabling development to reduce its energy 
demand, use energy more efficiently and finally utilise renewable sources of energy 
whether on-plot or community based.

GOOD PASSIVE DESIGN
 � Building orientation and form to maximise solar access to increase daylight in 

buildings and reduce lighting demand
 � Building orientation and form to promote solar heat gain to reduce heating 

loads in winter whilst shading from solar heat gains in summer to reduce 
cooling requirements.

 � Building orientation and form to maximise the potential for use of PV panels 
and solar thermal panels on roofs or facades.

 � Mix of uses and higher densities of development to promote viability of 
centralised or community heating solutions.

BUILDING FABRIC
 � Highly efficient building fabric including high levels of insulation and air 

tightness
 � Using off-site construction where possible 
 � Using building materials with low embodied energy (less energy to 

manufacture)
 � Carbon sequestration (locking carbon away) in building materials such as 

timber, hemp, straw or other grown materials or recycled materials resulting 

in a carbon saving or ‘net negative’
 � Utilising thermal mass to reduce heating and cooling demand.

RENEWABLE ON-PLOT GENERATION & LOW CARBON TECHNOLOGIES
 � Photovoltaic arrays on south facing roof slopes and/or facades.
 � Solar panel water heating on south facing roof slopes.
 � Air source heat pumps (ASHP) or ground source heat pumps (GSHP) on 

each building or dwelling, powered used for these is offset by PV generated 
electricity with space heating provided by underfloor heating, this has the 
potential to be reversed in summer to provide some low carbon cooling if 
required.

ALLOWABLE SOLUTIONS
During early phases of development this strategy for low carbon development will 
allow the development to meet carbon reduction targets. As the delivery of develop-
ment moves past 2016 when the carbon reduction targets will require a zero carbon 
development, it will likely be necessary to  provide some of the carbon reduction 
through allowable solutions. The idea of Allowable Solutions was first proposed by 
the Department of Communities and Local Government during 2008 as a way of 
providing flexibility for delivering zero carbon new homes. Prior to that time, the in-
dustry was facing a definition (Code for Sustainable Homes Level 6) which required 
all carbon emissions to be mitigated on site. Although some Code 6 houses have 
been built, the cost of building to that definition and its impracticability on many 
sites, has reinforced earlier conclusions made by the UK Green Building Council and 
others, that delivering zero carbon through an entirely ‘on-site’ strategy was not the 
right approach for mainstream housing production. Allowable Solutions offers a way 
out of that conundrum. 

The exact definition of allowable solutions will be set by the Zero Carbon Hub, a non-
profit company and public/private partnership established to take day-to-day opera-
tional responsibility for co-ordinating delivery of low and zero carbon new homes by 
2016. The definition is not yet agreed, however these allowable solutions will likely 
involve contribution to local schemes off site that can offset the residual carbon pro-
duction on site, this may be done through a contribution to specific local projects or 
through a community energy fund set up by the local authority if one is in place.
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SUSTAINABLE URBAN DRAINAGE STRATEGY PLAN
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6.6 SUSTAINABLE DRAINAGE FRAMEWORK
The Green Infrastructure network will form an important part of accommodating 
SUDS systems as part of multi-functional open space and this has been considered 
in the location of green spaces within development. However, infiltration rates are 
likely to be inconsistent due to perched groundwater and impermeable clay layers in 
the subsoil.

There is green space available within each proposed phase of development that has 
potential to incorporate a basin, but depending on the results of infiltration testing it 
might be advantageous to relocate and/or enlarge the green space within that phase 
to take advantage of the best infiltration results and reduce the percentage of the 
open space that is occasional wetland (although still seeking to meet the wider Green 
Infrastructure structure, design objectives and principles). Alternatively Infiltration 
basins can be covered in some circumstances to provide useable space, but installa-
tion and maintenance costs are increased significantly.

To reduce the impact of poor ground permeability on the Masterplan it will be es-
sential to minimise the increase in impermeable areas within the site. To achieve 
this green roofs and rainwater harvesting/recycling systems should be widely used. 
Private parking areas, courtyards and gardens should be permeable and where in-
filtration is poor, underlying cellular systems should be incorporated and linked to 
recycling systems where possible.
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6.7 URBAN FRAMEWORK
The Urban Framework, illustrated on the adjacent page sets out the desired built 
structure of the growth area, including a legible and permeable block pattern and 
built elements which will allow people to easily understand the place and find their 
way around. An area with a clearly expressed urban structure will also have a strong 
image and identity.

The Urban Framework identifies the proposed main streets and spaces that form the 
basic skeleton of the masterplan area, landmarks, activity hubs and arrival points. 
The design of development should respond positively to these elements to create a 
development with image, identity and legibility. In practice this means:

 � ensuring that buildings of an appropriate design, scale and use address the key 
streets and spaces;

 � using landmark buildings to emphasise and create key views and vistas and to 
reinforce important routes or spaces;

 � ensuring that building uses, movement and the treatment of the public realm 
support activity hubs;

 � ensuring that arrival points are well designed, attractive and make it easy for 
people to orientate themselves.

URBAN STRUCTURE
The proposed urban structure is designed to respond to the constraints and opportu-
nities highlighted in the ‘context for growth’ section and utilise the developable area  
resulting from the assessment of capacity. Within this developable area development 
should be structured to provide legible and well connected neighbourhoods, this is 
achieved by a street hierarchy and structure that promotes the green infrastructure 
and ‘green lanes’ above the vehicular streets and achieves a permeable legible pattern 
of streets that respond to their natural context and reinforce the identity of character 
areas.

URBAN CENTRES AND IDENTITY
Urban centres or activity hubs are located to serve residential neighbourhoods and 
promote easy access. This locates them generally quite central to communities and 
at the intersection of key transport routes. They are within easy walking and cycling 
distance to reduce car use and promote sustainable modes of transport. These areas 
will provide a mix of uses and promote activity. Built form in these locations will 

reflect this with a suitable scale and with active street frontages, the inclusion of 
landmark buildings in these areas can aid navigation whilst  helping create an 
identity. Key arrival points for the growth area are often adjacent mixed use centres 
where landmark buildings and activity will help to promote the area as an urban 
extension of the city with destinations and a strong identity rather than just a sub-
urban residential development.




